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THE NUMBERS
WHAT DO YOU
NEED TO CONNECT
WITH THE WORLD
Choose the telephone number that best suits your needs: international, 
geographic numbers, 900 (toll free), 901 (shared cost) and 902 (national 
rate) lines. Immediate registration and portability, without permanence or 
cancellation costs. So that each conversation is a guarantee of success!

Local numbering that goes far

You cannot be local all over the world, but you can reach yourself with a prefix. Earn the trust of your 
customers by contracting geographic numbering, offering numbers from their town and province, in 
more than 70 countries around the world. Numbering so you can think globally, providing local service.

900
The best professional and free attention

The 900 lines are toll-free and easy-to-remember national numbers, with the ability to handle a large 
volume of simultaneous incoming calls. Select the corporate number that offers the highest profitability 
to your brand.

901
National calls at the right price

901 lines with easy-to-remember numbers and cost sharing for your contacts. The ability to handle a 
large volume of simultaneous incoming calls. Select the corporate number that offers you the optimal 
ratio of accessibility and cost control.

902
The most popular numbering

The 902 lines are easy-to-remember numbers that reinforce your brand image and do not cost you 
anything. The ability to handle a large simultaneous volume of incoming calls nationwide. Highly 
accessible numbers for users who need personalized attention and high value.

INTERNATIONALS
Connect with your market

Hire international telephone numbers to operate at full capacity in the foreign market. Don't let distance 
be a barrier to the potential of your company!

TELEPHONE LINES WITH ADDED VALUE
Distribute automatically calls, guide users through an IVR using the keyboard (DTMF) or their voice 
(ASR), redirect calls to answer them calmly, record them, listen and download them, monitor the level of 
service in real time and always make the right decisions.


